











ANNUAL REPORT OS 5TANT DIRECTOR, 1955-1956
IDs Professor Woods. Direct July 1* 1956
«
!'oInt Highway Research Project Files 10-3=6
FBDMs Harold L, Michael. Assistant Director
Attached is the 18th in a aeries of annual reports which have been
submitted since 1938 cover of the Joint Highway Research
Project,, This report covers the period July ls 1955 to June 30p 1956r
Included is a brief description of all the research projects which
were active the past year as well as a of the reports made to the
Board at the eight meetings held,, At ice at Advisory Board Meetings
is also enumerated and complete lists c set staff and extra labor
employees ere included o New e 2 changes in rank of staff,, and
resignations are also presentedo
The publications of the Project baff and their professional
activities during the year are disc? Sight Engineering Reprints cov-
ering research performed in the Project were released during the year
thus bringing this publication series to No* 114c A listing of theses
and papers published during the year is also included^
Some of the outstanding accompli s during the year have been
completion cf the county drainage mapping program, major activity on a
State Highway Needs Study of Indiana^, construction of a BPR Roughometer.,
development of photogramrae&ric mappings completion of research projects by
eleven degree candidates,, and development of a structural section for re-
search within the Project,.- These and the many individuals associated with
the Project contributed to the success of the yearns activities..
Respectfully submitteda
Harold L,> Miehael 2 Assistant Director
Joint Highway Research Project
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ASS DIRECTOR
RESEARCHES OF THE JOI^T HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT
The Joint Highway Research Project in the School of Civil Engineering
is organized to do cooperative research with the State Highway Department
of Indiana =. Research wa3 initiated on June 1, 1936, and formally authorized
by an act of the Indiana Stat© Legislature on March 11, 1937, and amended
March, 1949 « ^o purp< t-his orgs. s to make basic studies of
materials used in highways; to facilitate economical design, construction,
and maintenance of county and state to investigate traffic, safety P
and economics; to provide advanced inst :: Eu idamentals of highway
engineering and related research; and to provide practical experience in
construction and maintenance procec d use of highway materials The
Project is guided by an Advisory Board consisting of members of the State
Highway Department and the School of Civil Engineering at Purdue University
Sponsored research in the field of highway fmgineering is al3o conducted
by this organization and several such projects were active during the past
year.
The research conducted during the year in the eight laboratories of
the Project for the State Highway Department was varied and important ° A
total of 43 different research studies were in progress with 1$ of these
completed and 3 initiated,. Sixty-seven formal reports were presented to the
Advisory Board during the year of which 39 were detailed reports of research
conducted and seven were working plans for new or continued research., The
Board received and accepted 2271 pages of information during the year Titles
of the various reports, together with other pertinent information, is given
in another section of this report,.
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During the ye - e mnsber of tfc 3 staff accepted positions in
other locations that were connected with the field of highways Several
former members are with the Illinois Test Road and actively engaged in that
important research project o A number of others accepted positions with the
new Airphoto Laboratory of the Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Establishment of the
Corps t)f Engineers o Eighteen members of the Project staff were awarded
degrees following completion of the requirements during the year
Outstanding among honors and recognition that were received during the
year by various staff members was the selection of the Director of the Pro-
ject, Ko Bo Woods,, as Chairman of the Highway Research Boardo
Research in the structural area was expanded during the year by the
formation of a section in structures under Prof,, J Q Lo Waling <, Three pro-
jects have already been initiated, using Project funds, in. this area c
A Bureau of Public Roads Roughoineter was constructed during the year,
thereby climaxing many discussions at the Advisory Board on this subjects
A Kelsh Plotter was -:lso ordered and is scheduled to be placed in operation
in the Airphoto Laboratory early in the coming year*
The Needs Study continued as a major activity of the Project. This
study is of major interest to the ; eopie of Indiana and the results are
being made available to the Indiana Highway Study Commission,, ^he results
of the study are especially important at this time due to the passage of
the new Federal highway program and the impending meeting of the State
Legislature,
After ten years the drainage mapping program reached its first goaI=
the completion of a drainnge map for each county in Indiana*, The first
map - Fountain County - was presented to the Board on July 2^, I9460
The 92nd map - Marshall County = will be presented to the Board on July
26, 1956° An atlas of all 92 mapa the year and is
currently active <,
Other iargs arsd imports studies that were active during the yeas
included research on base courses s deflection of rigid pavements^ stability
of bituminous mixtures $ and durability of aggregates.
Highway and traffic extension act: also increased during the
year A very successful Road School was held April 2~5j 1956 under the
direction of Professor Petty*. Over one thousand persons were in attendance
for an outstanding program and Road Show* Advice and counsel to county
road men continued to be active and many counties expressed interest in
road classification studies^ Advice and counsel to cities on traffic
problems alao constituted an important part of the year 8 e activities,,
A short discussion of each of the active projects during the pest
year follows:
SOILS RESEARCH
Field Soil Temperature Measurements o (C=36=l6B)
Investigators: E e Jo Yoder
The factors effecting soil temperature are the basis of this study.
Field measurements of soil temperature under a flexible type pavement are
also included
o
Subsurface Exploration by Resistivity Methods. (C-.36-36E)
Investigatorst Do Go Shurlg under direction of E„ Jo Yoder
The economics of resistivity methods compared to sample spoon^. drive 9
and power augering methods for soil exploration are the subject of this
researcho Data from the construction of portions of the Pennsylvania
Turnpike are being utilized for the economics comparison <,
Performance of Concrete Pavements on Base Courses,, (G-36-A5F)
Investigators: E D Jo Yoder and Jo Ro Shepard
A survey of the performance of concrete pavements built on base
courses, ^he effect of age, depth of treatment, type of base and sail type
on perforroanceo All pavements in Indiana that have base courses are included
in the i?tudy and various t ests are in progress in the hope that some infor-
mation as to the causes of failure in pavements on such bases can be eval-
uated.,
Calibration and Use of Electrical Resistivity Moisture CellSo (C~36=16C)
Investigators: Co \h Lovell, Jr
A study initiated to investigate calibration and usage of electrical
resistance moisture cells 9 particularly the Colman fiber&Las and Bouyoucos
nylon units Limited field installation for work with field calibration
methods and operational charaeteristicSo Development of laboratory cali-
bration methods., The following factors relative to cell calibration are
being investigated: (1) comparison of field and laboratory calibration of
same soil; (2) effect of variable density on cell reading; (3) relation-
ship of one cell reading to another under same conditions.,
CONCRETE KA?;SRIALS AND RIGID PAVEMENT RESEARCH
Measurement of Strains in Concrete Pavements <> (C~36
Investigators j E c o Thoma and Jo F McLaughlin
This investigation is a study of measurement : ;a.ins in concrete
pavement due to traffic loads by mean? of 811=4 gages ;sd in the eon=
crete at the t ime of construction^, Measurements are made periodically at
two sites in ladianao
Determination of Air Content of %rd;s^sd Concrete: ~&=37Q)
Investigators : Fo K F der direction of Jo F„ McLaughlin and
Do V„ Lewis
This s:udy is an investigation of the air contents of hardened concretes
by the linear traverse methods in order to ctetermine the effects of amount
of air and bubble spacing on durability in laboratory and field weatheringo
The preparation of a report on this study is now in. progress,
HRB Cooperative Study of Concrete Freezing and Thawingo (C~36=37U)
Investigators: Do ¥ Q Lewis and J Bo Blackburn
Participation in a cooperative investigation of freezing and thawing
tests on concrete,, set up by Highway Research Board Committee B=l, Dura=
bility of Concrete, Physical Aspects was the basis of this study Purpose
of the study is to determine the characteristics and variability of freezing





Effect of Heavy Media Separation and Addition of Crushed Stone on Dura-
bility of Gravel Aggregates. (C-3e~37f")
Investigators: R D« Walker under direction of D» W, Lewis and J« F a McLaughlin
This study is a determination of the effects on durability of gravel
aggregates subjected to freezing and thawing in concrete of the removal of
lightweight particles and "sweetening" with crushed stone c The project was
completed and a report has been presented to the Highway Research Board-
Investigation of Durability of Slag Cement (C=36~57A)
Investigators; J„ Bo Blackburn
A comparison of Portland and Portland-slag cement in freezing-thawing
of concrete was the basie of the projeato t
Evaluation of Aggregate Durability by Freezing and Thawing Tests of Concrete
Investigators? Jo Fo McLaughlin (C=36=37")
A project consisting of the testing of aggregates in concrete sub-
jected to freezing and thawing in automatic equipment o Aggregates from
many sources are to be tested to obtain information helpful in setting up
specification for freezing and thawing tests of concrete..
This investigation also includes various studies of factors affecting
concrete durability, such as maximum aggregate size and w/c ratio Studies
of variations in test method for freezing and thawing tests, such as the use
of aluminum foil for wrapping beams, etc are includedo
A Study of Variability of Lab "haw Test Data„ (C-36-37S)
Investigators: J„ Bo Blackfeuriij, Do Wo Lewis P c E« Irick
This investigation was a .study of the causes of withi«=siix and between-
mix variability of resistance to :tory freeze=t,haw testing of small-size
concrete specimens The project was completed in 1955 and several reports
have been issued.-.
Durability of Pre-Stressed Concrete, ( 0-36=37V)
Investigators t J. P McLaughlin and G, Eo Nordby
This project is a study of the durability of pra-stressed concrete
beams exposed to freezing and thawing, A comparison will be made between
laboratory freeze-thaw durability of plain and pre=stressed concretes made
with aggregates of pcor and good quality.
Durability and Deterioration of Structural Concrete*, (C=3o~37R)
Investigators; Jo F» McLaughlin and D„ ¥» Lewis
A field study of structures to determine the scope of the problem of
concrete deterioration and the probable causes » The present phase is con=
centrated on new structures in which air-entrained concrete was usedo
Field Survey of Air-Entrained Concrete Pavements . (C-36=-37W)
Investigators: J c F„ McLaughlin
This project is a condition survey of concrete pavements built since
the introduction of air-entrained concrete for Indiana road3 The survey
is being conducted as the field phase ofthe evaluation of aggregate dura-
bility to obtain information helpful in setting up specification tests
based on freezing and thawing of concrete
BITUMINOUS MATERIALS AND FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT RESEARCH
Strength and Deformation Characteristics of Bituminous Mixtures, (C=>36~6J)
Investigators: &,„ Eo Wood under direction of Wc £L Goetz
The strength and deformation characteristics of various bituminous
mixtures are being studied at several temperatures by means of the un=
confined compression test using different rates of deformation,, a static
load test, and repetitive load teste A progress report was presented
to the Highway Research Board in January 1956 and a mere detailed report
is expected in August 19SS,
Bituminous Resurfacing Mixtures {C~3&-31E)
Investigators; Jo Fo McLaughlin under direction of W, Ho Goetz
Laboratory and field studies are being made of bituminous resurfacing
mixtures „ Field sampling for laboratory density and Marshall tests are
included o Causes of failure have been investigated by various methods in
this continuing study in an attempt to evaluate data that will help produce
the most satisfactory resurfacing mixtures
o
Flexible Pavement Performance*, (C~36~55A)
Investigators: Jo F McLaughlin under direction of W„ Ho Goetz
Field and laboratory tests have been conducted to determine the cause of
rutting in flexible pavements Trenches were dug across pavements and measure^
ments of deformation were made on individual components of the layered system.,
Density and in place CBR tests were also made and correlated with laboratory
stability si^surementSo
Triaxial Testing of Bituminou ires at i-iigh Confining Pressures. (C-36-0K)
Investigators s Jo Co Gppenlander under direction of \h Ho Goetz
The purpose of this staidy is to determine the stability of bituminous
mixtures, "open" and "one-size" aggregate gradations by utilizing the
national triaxial test with a considerable range of confining pressures..
Tests are also to include the testing of irrational specimens
Sonic 'i'est for the Evaluation of Stripping ^esistaneeo (G=36=SC)
Investigators* Oo 3o Andersiand under direction of W H Goetz
A study of the application of Sonic testing for the evaluation of
stripping resistance in compacted bituminous mixtures exposed to water
The sonic test results were correlated with the immersion-compression test
and the visual stripping testo A report on this completed project is
available
o
CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS RESEARCH
Porosity Characteristics of Aggregates « (C-36-47F)
Investigators! W c L<. Dolch
A project comprising studies of pore structure of limestone aggre-
gates by measurement of porosity^ permeability, absorptivity* saturation,
tortuosity* and specific surfaceQ
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AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION RESEARCH
Use of Airphotos to Predict -5ub-5urfaee Conditions. (C=36=36F)
Investigators * Bo Moore under direction of tf Eo Frost and ft,, B„ Miles
A projest to determine the extent to which airphotos can be used in
obtaining infosrcaticn sbout subsurface conditions for use in foundation
studies of structures « Airphoto predictions were correlated with field
observations and d eta obtained in connection with the Indiana Toll Koado
A final report will be issued early in fiscal year 1957*
Granular Material Study ysing Airphotos. (0=36=51H)
Investigators j R Leighty under direction of R« E e Frost and &„ 3 Miles
t study to determine identifying characteristics of granular patterns
and development of statistical photo-field-lab sampling procedures for the
purpose of determining the extent to which airphotos can be used in estab-
lishing physical characteristics of alluvial gravels,, This study was
nearly complete by July 1956o
Indiana Engineering &oils Mapping Program,, (C=36~51B)
Investigators: P« To Teh
The ob.lect of this project is twofold? Firsts to investigate and to
develop the airphoto patterns of different types of engineering soils in
Indiana | Second^ to obtain a complete engineering soils map for the state..
Soils of different engineering characteristics are mapped exclusively from
airphotos on a regional basis or on a county basis c unly very limited
= li. -
-pretationso
fi8id investigations ars c
to field check the soil ir
been mapped in this study <>
!&*gi?,eering Interpretation of Agricu]
Investigators: D„ Do McGregor mide:
?& representative soil samples and
ibout one-half of the 3tate has
Soil Mapa, (C-36-51I)
•ion of ao S. Miles
A project to determine whether agricultural soils data correlated with
airphotos would provide a faster and more economical means of completing
the engineering soils mapping program in Indiana than the methods now in
use The study was completed in June 1956 and indicated that good possi-
bilities existed to accelerate the soils mapping program^
Photogrammetric Mapping of Bridge Sitea (C=36=32L)
Investigators: R Do Miles
A study of the use of a Kelsh Plotter and photogrammetric techniques
in the preparation of large scale topographic maps of individual bridge
siteso The Kelsh Plotter will, be installed in July-August 19>6 and aetual
bridge site will be investigated
State Drainage Map* (G-36-57J)
Investigators: P D To Yah
A project undertaken to prepare a State drainage map, utilizing the
individual detailed county maps already preparedo This project is about
one-half complete.
- 1
County Drainage Maps from AirphoteSo (C-36-51A)
Investigators % Merle Parvis and Po To Yen
Drainage maps are made to a seal© of on© Inch equals one mile on base
maps prepared from the 1937 "General Highway and Transportation Maps*,"
With the aid of stereoscopes all discernible drainageways are first marked
with crayon on the odd-numbered airphotos This drainage information is
then transferred from the prints by reflectoseope to the base maps Cloth
tracings are made. Maps have been made .for all 92 counties in Indiana with
the final one completed in June 1956c *t is ixmj planned to prepare an atlas
comprising all 92 mapa
ECONOMICS, ADMINISTRATION, AND FINANCE RESEARCH
Classification and ^valuation of Indiana Rural County Roads „ (G»36=54E)
Investigators: J c E Baerwald and Ro Jo Hennings under direction of
Ho Lo Michael
Techniques for the classification and evaluation of Indiana rural
county roads have been developed* Procedures for road identifications
traffic studies, land use., road inventory9 and road rating are included.
Design standards for such roads are in the process of development o One county
study has been completed and a sacond one is in progress,,
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County Highway Administration,, (C-36=:
Investigator: John E„ Stoner
County highway administration practices in three abutting counties==
one each in Indiana , Michigan, and Ohio==were studied B Historical bae3c<=
groundy present administration structure and procedure, and a comparative
analysis were made., The project was completed and a report issued in Julyp
1955o
TRAFFIC AND SAFETY RESEARCH
The Use of Urban Characteristics in Estimating Trawl Patterns (C°36=54V)
Investigators ; J c W„ Barr und©r direction of Ho L« Michael
Urban characteristics such as land use, economic condition, growth,
motorist characteristics, and population characteristics were used to ore-
diet the deaired pattern of travel in a community,, The various faetors and
their relationships to travel patterns were studied by using two cities
with known travel patterns as obtained from conventional origin-destination
studieso The appropriate factors were then used in predicting the travel
pattern in a thi«d city and the resulting travel pattern wa* compared with
the known pattern as obtained from an origin=destination study,, The results
indicated that possibilities existed for the determination of travel patterns
from urban factors
„
Rural Motor Vehicle Speeds*. (C-3c~10C)
Investigators: Jo EQ Baerwald, J, \U Barr9 Po M Holiowayp and Ro Jo Henning
under the direction of H» L e Michael
Field investigations of free moving vehicles at two 4=lane divided and
four 2~lane rural locations are conducted semi=annually in northwestern
Indiana o Various types of vehicles are observed in these studies I&
addition truck speeds are obtained and correlated with truck weights
during August of each year at ten other locations in the state Purpose
is the determination of speed trsndSo
Driver Observance of Traffic Signs, (C-36-170)
Investigators; Wo To Jaekaan under the direction of Ho Lo Michael
Driver observance to stop signs of various colors and at two heights
were studied for determining criteria for sign and location characteristics
that improve driver observance The red step signs as well as those with the
conventional yellow background were ineludedo Another portion of the study
was concerned with driver observance to speed limit signs in unwarranted
locations o This study was completed in January 1956 and a report issued
Lateral Placement of Vehicles. (C=36-17L)
Investigators; David Rc-senfield under direction of H„ L y Michael
This investigation was to determine the effect of various factors on
the lateral position at which motorist.3 drive their automobiles on the
highway o Factors such as center stripingp tyjrs of surface, shoulder condi-
tion, and edge striping were includedo A comparison of the lateral place-
ment on Portland Cement Concrete and Bituminous Concrete is included in the
report that was issued in September 1955o
.- Jl> -
The Scramble Sys affic Ligv lisetiono (C-36-17P)
Investigators: Do Roaenfield and J W Barr under direction of Ho Lo Michael
Before and after studies were made at three intersections where these
special pedestrian signals were installed „ The effects on travel times as
woll as capacj^./ were measured for both pedestrians and traffic „ Factors
that caused the various effects were analyzed and some criteria were sug=
gested for warrants for such signals The study W33 completed late in 1955o
STRUCTURES RESEARCH
Stresses and Inflections in Plain the Reinforced Concrete. (C=36=46M)
Investigators: Mo Mo Miller , Jr<>, under direction of Mo J. Gutzwiller
The purposes of the project are: (1) to obtain a concise summary of
the existing knowledge regarding stresses and deflections in plain and
reinforced concrete pavements; (2) to evaluate the existing theories con=
cerning stresses and deflections in plain and reinforced concrete pavements
by studying their assumptions and limitations, and to attempt to determine
analytically the stresses and deflections in continuously reinforced con-
crete pavements
„
Effect of Air~EntraireL<-iat upon the Endurance on Concrete under fatigue
Loadingo (C=-36~58B)
Investigators: Go Mc Nordby, A„ Do Mo Lewis, J F McLaughlin
A series of 3" by 6" concrete cylinders, air^entrained and non-air=
entrained, are to be given repetitive loads at various intensities of load
and the results are to be compared to see if air=entrainiijent has any effect
on the endurance of the concrete
o
Creep and Shrinkage Strains in Presti Concrete Using Two Typical
Indiana Aggregates <> CC-3&=58A)
Investigators s E «Jo Midgaard under direstion of Gc M. Nordby
Eight prestressed concrete beams , 6" x I2 !' in cross-section,, are to
b© prestressed using steel strand of 3/8" and 1/2" diameters^ as the pre-
stressing medium Creep and shrinkage measurements vri.ll be "laken for a long
pi-riod of time (2 years) «, Beams will later be given a static teato
GENERAL TRANSPORTATION
Relative Support Characteristics of &in@ Subgrade TreatmentSo (C°36-A)
Investigators: R„ C. (Seldraacher, R e L,> Anderson,, and Jo Wo Dunkin
This study is an attempt to establish a criteria for the relative
support characteristics of concrete highway sub-base sub-grade systems in
terms of elastic and damping onstants and to apply such a criteria to nine
sections of U= S highway 41 near Cook 9 lndiana Q Theoretical considerations
have been based upon treating the highway as a plate resting on a damped
elastic foundation* A multi-channel recording unit has been designed and
built and dynamic pavement deflections have been measured using this instru-
meat la conjunction with differential transformers as transducers Final
report will be available at an early dat©o
Road RoughvssSo (G~36<=531)
Investigators: F, M. Holloway under direction of HQ L„ Michael
This project has included the envelopment of an electronic recording
unit that records the relative motion between the wheel and frame of a
1(
Bureau of Public Roads Road Roughness e Q An a frequency oscillator
whose frequency is varied in accordance with road surface irregularities is
the basis of the recording equijaeent. A Bureau of Public Roads Road Roughness
Device has also been eompleted and a study of the road roughness character^
isties of Portland Cement Concrete pavements has been initiated Road Roughs
ness characteristics of bituminous surfaces is also presently under studyQ
State Highway Needs in Indiana „ (0=36=54?)
Investigators? Ho L<, Michael, A. ft Braaham, Do 0. Covault, J Ec Baerwald
An inventory was conducted of the entire state highway system and the
adequacy and needs of this system are being determined by comparison with
the standards necessary to maintain adequate traffic movemento Traffic to
be carried , land use, accident record, capacity, and service performed by
the highway a re b eing evaluated and a program of improvement for the high=
ways is to be developed, The needs of counties and cities have also been
studied o ^he needs will then be translated into dollars and these needs
presented to the p:cple of Indiana for their consideration » A Progress Re=
port of this study was issued in June I95©
Skid Resistance of Highway Surface® (G=36=53G)
Investigators: Do L„ Gruaau and J» W. Barr under direction of H„ Lo Michael
The various factors that effect skid characteristics of pavements were
sought and attempts were made to evaluate some of thesu Skid characteristics
of various surfaces were compared and "slick" pavements is. the state were
located and the proper highway officials were notified. Special skid equip-
ment of a semi-automatic nature was developed and used on this study Several
reports of this «?tudy have been issued and are available*
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Skid Characteristics of U, S, 31 A'est Hoad (G~36~53E)
Investigators: Fo M Kclloway and D l,, Grunau under direction of H a L„
Michael
In conjunction, with the State Highway Department -a -long term study of
the skid characteristics of a Portland Cement Concrete pavement and an
adjoining Bituminous Concrete pavement is in progress. Skid tests are
performed semi-annually, winter and summera and the changes in skidding
characteristics are evaluatedo
Skid Characteristics of a Silica Sand Pavement Surface „ (0=36=531)
Investigators? Fo M*, Holloway under the direction of Ho L« Michael
An experimental silica sand surface was placed on a state highway in
southern Indiana in recent years and this project was established to study
its skid characteristics o Once each year skid tests at various speeds are
conducted on this surface and on an adjoining bituminous concrete surface
A comparison of the skid characteristics as well as their trend is then
evaluatedo
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING SERVICES
Traffic Engineering Services (C-I38)
Ili 195< a unit known as Traffic Engineering Services Unit was organ-
ia«d witciii the Joint Highway Research Project to provide traffic and trans=
poi-tatic-ii cngLii^ring services for the city and county governmental units
of Indian& The services offered are primarily of advice and counsel on
traffic and highway problems on an extension basis * Arrangements may also
be made, however, for this Unit to supervise and assist in the conduct and
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analysis of traffic and highway studies with the cost borne hj the govern-

















Advice and counsel on the traffic move- Inactive
inent and parking needs of the city. One
meeting was held with citizens of city
Advice and counsel on the traffic prob- Active
lems and parking needs of the city. Num-
erous meetings held with Citizens Com-
mittee and city officials.,
Advice and counsel on a thoroughfare plan Active
and a parking plan for the city. Super=
vision of a parking and volume count study
of the city was provided. Analysis of
studies now are under way,
A county road classification study is in Active
progress under the direction of the
county engineer. An inventory and needs
of the county primary and secondary
system will be made, Advice, counsel,
anaylsis of data, and preparation of
report are provided by Purdue*
Advice and counsol to city officials Active
for conduct of studies recommended for
city in its position as a pilot city
of the National Committee on Urban
Transportation » Studies of traffic
and street services are in progress
and research on these studies in addi-
tion to assistaaoo to Crawfcydavili* is
being made.
Two discussions on the classification Inactive
of their county roads were held with
county officials. An estimate of cost
was given to them but no follow=*ap has
been receivedo
Correspondence with city officials con- Inactive
cerning advice on traffic problems did








Correspondence with city officials con- Complete
oeraing traffic problem resulted in city
obtaining planning consultants to study
their problem
Discussions on traffic problems in city Active
initiated in late June*
The prodedure for a city or county to obtain the services of the Unit are
well established and all inquiries for services to date have been quickly
fulfilledo Acceptance of some of the services has bes>n rejected in a few
cases where the city did not wish to ©spend the funds required o Inquiries
for information on the county road classification studies have been r©=>
oeived from about 15 additional counties in the state-, A discussion of
these studies was mailed to each of them but nothing but interest has thus
far developed*,
V " 'I .
So Eo Vogeigesang (State Highway Department of Indiana^ Qjairaaa
Jo Ro Qaopar .; ..".;, -::.? :;::. - : o::'
":, (Stat© HAghray Depart
F Fo Havey (State Highway Depertaeat of
Ll©yd Foindoxt©? (State Highway D©r '-;• of
K Bo Ffeods (Purdue), Vice=Chaiiaa&
®CL A Leonards (,' " ~\




**Jo Lo Waling (Purdue)
##ft0 o Lo Michael (Purdue)^ Secretary
* Prof o Leonards replaced Prof „ Ghenea, effestive July 1, 1955 <.
** Prof,, Waling replaced Pr©f D Hayes,, effective July 1 8 1955
o
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September 19 1939 (A)
September l s 1955
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;a-o — ; —-i-rL^LjL-^. ADDointed
Hiehael ? Ho Lo (1) Assistant Dlreetor February l 8 1950
MIdgaard, E J, Graduate Assistant September !» 1955
Milss 9 Ho D-. (1) Research Engin< si September l f , 1949
MUler, Mo Mo Jr ">-„- • '..:-„: - - September l g 1955
Oppenlander* J c C Graduate Assistant September l s 1955
Parvis Merle (2) ?:-: = r • 1 :., : .';..! Mar©h 1 D 1946
Pstfcy9 Bo Ho (3) July 1, 1936
ShwMlg, Do Go February 1 8 1955
Sutt@a Jo Ao V ..;..
...... ...
;
. -^ - - r _
f^ June lo 1956
W©ode Lo Ec Reaearoh Engineer September l p 1953
Woods., Ko Bo (3) Director ,* February 1 5 1939
* Yeh.9 Po T-,
_ .. ... -- - . . February lB 1953
* Yoder6 E Jo (2) Rsseareh Engineer September l g 1949
* See also list ©f extra labor personnel in Annual Report for 1953=54«






Resigned August 18 a 1941 end reappointed August 19 1949c
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STAFF ACTIVITIES DURING PAST YEAR
A„ Ko Branha?n 8 Research Associate, presented papers "Background to
Grants in Aid for Highways" Panel Discussion 7th Workshop in State and
Local Government,, Indiana University s July; "Road Marking and Preferential
Roads" County Officials, Miami County, Peru, Indiana , May; and "Pro-
gress Report Nor 4»*A Studj ofState Highway Needs in Indiana" (with H. L,
Michael and D. 0., Covault) 42nd Annual Road School, Purdue University
Mr« Branham along with K= B„ Woods published "Roads and Streets" in the
Hew International Yearbook fl Events of 1955 by Funk & Wagnalls Co,,, New
York, No Y He was author of "County Road Identification and Numbering
of Rural Residences", Public Works June, 1956-
Mr, Branham attended the 35th Annual Meeting of the Highway Research
Board in Washington, Do Go, January 16=20^, 1956; the 42nd Annual Road
School, Purdue University, April 2=5, 1956; and the Meeting of the Depart-
ment of Economics, Finance and Administration, Highway Research Board,
Washington D, C, May 15=18, 1956 o On campus he is a member of Civil
Engineering Committee on Graduate Study, Civil Engineering Committee on
Graduate Study in Transportation, Civil Engineering Committee on Under-
graduate Study in Transportation, and is Secretary of Faculty, School of
Civil Engineeringo He is also a member of KRB Depto of Economics^ Finance
and Administration j Chairman of the Committee on Highway Taxation and
Finance; member of the Committee on Highway Organization and Administration
;
member, Committee on Roadway Pavement Markings; member., Ad Hoc Committee
on State Highway Finance and Taxation Studies; and National Highway Users
Conference Consultant to Committee on Highway Action^ Mr Branham is also
Consultant to the County Commissioners Association of Indiana?
= 3? «.
Donald o Co-vault,, Research Engineer and Instructor of Civil Engin-
eering, prepared a paper entitled WA Study of State Highway Needs in
Indiana" at the %2nd Annual Purdue Road School in April, 1955 < The paper
was co=authored *ri,ih Mr Ao K<, Branhsun and Profc Ho Lo Michael, In addition
to the meeting of the Road Sehool, Mr Covault attended the regular meetings
of the ASCE in Indianapolis and Lafayette, Indiana and several meetings of
the Indiana Society of Professional Engineers <>
During the year^, Mr Covault became a member of the Indiana Society
of Professional Engingers and a Junior Member of the American Society of
Civil Engineers
o
William Lee Doleh s Research Assistant and Instructors, published an
article "Porosity assd Absorption" (with Do W Lewis) , in "Significance of
Tests and Properties of Concrete and Concrete Aggregates" , p= 303=13? AS^M
Special Technical Publication No c 169, 1956 n He attended the 42nd Annual
Illinois Highway Engineering Confo at Urbana, Ill in February, 1956.
Mr? Dolch received his PhoD„ from Purdue University, January, 1956.
Robert Eo Frost,, Research Engineer and Associate Professor of Highway
Engineering, was appointed to the Committee on Photogrammetry f American
Road Builders Association „ He presented a talk on Alaska before the student
body at Hanover College, Madison, Indiana He served as chairman of a
subcommittee of the American Society of Photogrammetry in developing a
Photo Interpretation Manual <, He also served as a consultant to Snow, Ice
and Permafrost Research Establishment, Corps of Engineers^ and to Western
Electric Corporation „ Professor Frost was in charge of the Airphoto Labor-
atory until May* 1956s when he accepted a position as Director of the Air-
photo Laboratory of the Snow, Ice, and Permafrost Establishment of the Corps
of Engineers
c
F, Ho Green, Resc-arch Engineer and Associate Professor of Highway
Engineering* presented the following papers during the past years "Publi©
Relations in State Highway Maintenance" at the Purdue Road School* Lafayette
^
April, 1956? "Highway Planning for Counties" at the Purdue Ro&d School and
the Daviess County Road School, February, 1956$ and "Engineering in County
Highway Operations" at the District Meeting of County Commissioners Hunting-
ton j 1956o He published the article "Highway Engineering Training" , in
Proceedings a World Meeting, International Read Federation, October 3 1955"
William Horner Goetg f Research Engineer and Associate Professor of
Highway Engineering, presented "The Strength of Bituminous Mixtures and
Their Behavior under Repeated Loads 1, co-authored with L» E» Wooc| to the
Annual Meeting of the Highway Research Board, January, 1956| "Sonic Test
for the Evaluation of Stripping Resistance in Compacted Bituminous Mix-
tures^' co-authored with o Bo Anderslandj to Annual Meeting of the Associa-
tion of Asphalt Paving Technologists, Februarys, 1956; "Effect of Crushed
Gravel Fine Aggregates on the Strength of Asphaltl© Surfacing Mixtures'^
by Re Po Lottman sad W c Ho Goetz, to 40th Annual Contention of the National
Sand and Gravel Association, February* 1956 and to the Annual Purdue Road
School, April, 1956 „ He had published "Permeability, Void Content t and
Durability of Bituminous Concrete" co-authored with Jo F= McLaughlin in
Proceedings, HRBj and "Sonic Testing of Bituminous Mixtures" Proceedings
of the Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists
=
Mr Goeta attended the following meetings during the year; The Board
of Directors of Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists , in Detroit*
Mich.- in September , 1955? AREA, at Chicago * Ill c in October? the Annual
Meeting of the HRB^ in Washington, D, Go in January 1956) i» Febrasary*
- 37 ~
the Board of Directors of the Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists,
Cleveland, o , and the Annual Meetings of the Association of Asphalt
Paving Technologists at Cleveland, o and the National Sand and Gravel
Assoeiation, at Chicago,, I?JU; in March the Meeting of Committee 29 of
AREA at Chicago, 111,; the Annual Meeting of ISPS at Ft, Wayne in Aprils
the lUrlndr-Seci o of ASEE at Purdue in May, 1956; and two meetings of Ind c
Secto of ASCE and throe meetings of the Lafayette Chapter of ISPE during
the yearo
Mr<> Goetz, who was made a member of ASEE this year, is also a member
of the Graduate School Committee on Foreign Students and Chairman of two
P
and a member of five Civil Engineering Committees on campus $ Chairman of
the Enforcement CoMsitte© of the Lafayette Chapter of ISPE and Member of
the ISPE Enforcement Committed! Vice President of the Assoeiation of
Asphalt Paving Technologists! Chalinuan of the Highway Research Board Com-
mittee on Surface Treatments^ a member of the Highway Research Board
Coirmittee on Effeet of Water on Biterainous Mixtures and Correlation of
Density and Stability} and a member of ASTM Committees on Traffic Paints,
Metal Protective Paints, Preparation of Panels for Testing p Emulsion
Tests, Emulsified Asphalts, Bituminous Surface Treatments, Effect of Water
on Compressed Bituminous Mixtures, and Physical Tests for Compressed Bitum-
inous Mixtures.
John Mo Hayes. Associate Professor of Structural Engineering, presented
a paper "Effect of Initial Eccentricities on Column Performance and Capacity 11 ,
a final report on Column Research Project C82 to the Column Research Council
on May 24-25 n He published an article on "Bridges'1 in the New international
19?6 Year Book, Events of 1955 . by Funk & Wagnalls of New York and one
article of a symposium of six in Bull, No, 124, HRB, entitled "Vibration
- 38 =
Study of Three-Spaa Continuous I~Beam Bridge" by John Mo Hayes & .John ^<>
Sb.*,rouuis e He attended the meetings of Coronittee 15 of AULA in Detroit,
Mich, on July 13=14* Urbana, Ill on Oct* 12-13, and in Chicago, 111. on
May 2=3 and <tapto 29| tha Coluxu &ssenreh Council in New York on May 24~25j
the Annual Meeting of the Ill c «Indo Section of ASEE on May 12; and on
September 7=14 a Conference on Plastic Design of Steel, at Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Paj and the Monthly Meetings of Society of Experimental Stress
Analysis, American Society of Civil Engineers, and American Association of
University Professors,, Mr. Hayes served as Purdue's Representative to the
Illo-Indo Section of ASEE, as a member of Committee 15"—Iron and Steel
Structures, AREA, and as a member of Professional Objectives Committee of
the Indc Section of A.SCE.
C. VI e Lovell, Jr., Research Engineer and Instructor of Highway Engineering,
attended the 1956 Purdue Road School in Lafayette and the local meetings of the
ASCEo He is the Civil Engineering Representative on the University Library
Committee and a member of the Civil Engineering Social Committee and the Curri-
culum Committee sutcoiaaiit»e&B on Go^iogf and Soil ;'l3£h«nic8o
J. Fo McLaughlin , Research Engineer and Instructor of Highway Engineering,
presented "The Effect of Crushed Stone and Heavy Media Separation on the Dura-
bility of Concrete made with Indiana Gravels" to the Highway Research Board at
Washington, D. C. in January, 1956. He also presented "Durability and Deteriora-
tion of Structural Concrete" to ACI, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in February
1956, and "Bridge Maintenance" to the Purdue Road School in April, 1956o Mr,
McLaughlin, along with W. Ho Goet;% was author of "Permeability, Void Content,
and the Durability of ^itumitious Concrete" in Proceedings of HRB„ He attended
ASTM, Coram. C=9 in Montreal, Canada in October, 1955? Highway Research Board
in Washington, D„ C. in January 1956; ACI in Philadelphia, Pa» in February,
1956; the 42nd Annual Illinois Highway J^ngineerlng Conference at Urbana, Ill„
in February, 1956; Indiana Mineral Agg. Association Annual Meeting at Indiana-
polis, Inde in March, 1956; the Purdue Road School in Wo Lafayette, Indo in
April, 1956; and Illo-Ind. Section of ASEE at Purdue in May^ 1956. Mr McLaughlin
is a member of C~9» of ASTM and three subcommittees, He, Hg, and IIIo of that
general committee and a member of committees B=i & D-l of the Highway Research
Board, Department of Materials and Construction.
James Ho McLerran , Research Engineer and Instructor of Civil kigineering,
attended the meetings of the Indiana Mineral Aggregates Association, Indiana-
polis on. March 16; Committee 29-Waterproofing of the American Railroad Engi-
neering Association at Chicago on March 13; and the 42nd Annual Purdue Road
School where he read the paper "Road Roughness Measurements of Indiana Pave=
ments" for Mr<> F M« Hollowayo Mr„ McLerran also published a paper "Agri-
cultural Soil Maps and Their Engineering applications" in the Proceedings^
Northwest Conference on Road Building, Oregon State College, 1955 and in
the Pacific Builder and Engineer, February 1956
Harold Louis Michael is the Assistant Director of the Joint Highway
Research Project, and an Assistant Professor of Highway Engineering.. Pro-
fessor Michael is a Member of the Publications Committee of the Engineering
Experiment Station; Chairman of Committee No D 14, "Speed Characteristics",
Department of Traffic and Operations, Highway Research Board; Vice-President
of the Lafayette Section of ISPE; and was Tour Chairman of the Annual Meeting
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of the IIl =Indo Section . He serve-1 his community as a member of the
Citizen 3 Traffic and Parking Committee of West Lafayette, Indiana, and as
Commanding Officer of the 477th Strategic Intelligence Det s
In addition he attended 19 meetings, 9 of which were out of the state
including the ART.A Committee #9 meeting in Chicago, September, 1955; the HRB
Speed Characteristics Comr.ittee meeting, Committee 2-C of the ITE meeting,
the HRB Depto of Traffic and Operations meeting and the HRB meeting, where
he was presiding officer of one session on January 19, all in "ashington, D.C
in January^ 1956; the AREA Committee #9 meeting in Chicago, March* 1956$ and the
HRB Traffic and Operations Dspto meeting in Chicago, June* 1956o In Indiana he
attended the Montgomery Co» Industrial Management Club, October* 1955; A3CE at-d
ISPF, meetings; and the 111,-Indo Section ASEE meeting in Maya 1956o
Professor Michael presented the paper "Development of Skid Testing in
Indiana" which he cc-authored with D. L. Grunau, at the Annual Meeting of the
HRB in Washington in January 1956o At the Purdue Road School, Aprils, 1956, he
presented "Progress Report on State Highway Heeds", eo=-authored with A„ Ko
Branham and D„ 0„ Covault, and "Improvement Priority Ratings for Local Rural
Roads in Indiana," which he edited* He published "Joint Highway Research
Project at Purdue University", in Traffic Quarterly in October* 1955; "Skid
Characteristics of Pavement Surfaces in Xrdiana," which he co-authored with
Do Ld Grunau and "Traffic Engineering Activities at Purdue University," in
the Proceedings of the 41st Annual Purdue Road School, September; 1955; and
"Rapid Transit" in the New International 1956 Year Book, Events of 1955 .
Funk & Wagnalls, Junei, 1956°
Professor Michael gave 17 talks to various educational, civic, and religious
organizations throughout the st&te **e was Convocation Speaker at the Hanover
College Student Assembly in March « "Federal Aid to Indiana highways" was his
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topic of discussion at the Government Workshop at Indiana University in July
"Traffic Research Through Accident Records" was given at a Highway Seminar at
Purdue; "Traffic Engineering Sur/vy/y Service" and "The Police Chief and the
Traffic Engineer" were given at a Police Administrators Seminar at Purdue;
"The Function of the Traffic Engineer" at a Police Admininstration Course and
"Skid Marks a3 Court Evidence" at a Traffic Court Seminar at Purdue
Robert Do Miles „ Research Engineer and Assistant Professor of Highway
Engineering, was appointed to the Committee on Photogrammetryj, American Road
Builders Associatioao He attended the Annual Meeting of the Highway Research
Board in January and the 9th Annual County Engineers Conference at Ames, Iowa
in November o At the Conference he presented a paper on "Use of Airphotos in
Highway Work." He presented talks before the Anthony Wayne Chapter of ISPE at
Fort Wayne, Indiana on September 19 and November 22o He attended the Annual
Purdue Road School, Professional Engineers Banquet on February 21 and was
appointed to a three-year term as a member of the Purdue Military Affairs
Committee o In addition, he served as a Captain of A77 SI Detachment of U^AR
in Lafayette, Indiana
Merle Parvis, Research Engineer and Associate Professor of Highway
Engineering, attended several meetings of the Lafayette Chapter of ISPE,
He was &n elected director of the chapter, and served on the membership
and publicity commitiee
Ben Ho Petty , Professor Highway Engineering, spoke on July 18, 1955 on
"Highway Improvement" at Lion's Club Dinner at Clermont, Ind«; on Aug„ 15
presented a paper of "Road Schools and Short Courses" at ARBA National Highway
- kZ -
Conference at Gatlinburg, Term.; in September was speaker on "Proposals for
Greatly Expanded Highway Improvement Program", to the Lafayette Kiwanis Clubj
on Febo 27, 1956 presented a paper on "Importance of Highways in our Daily
Living", Georgia Highway Conference, Georgia Insfciti-ite of Technology in Atlanta,
Ga„ He gave talks on the "Importance of Highways" at the ARM National Highway
Conference at Gatlinburg, Term and at the Georgia Highway Conference at the
Georgia Institute of Technology at Atlanta, Ga* The Proceedings of the 41st
Annual Road School at Purdue, Engineering Bulletin 39 , September^ 1?55; "1956
Directory of Indiana State, County and City Officials" published by Purdue,
February^ 1956; and Highway Extension News ivere edited by Prof. Petty.
Profo Petty attended 13 out-of-town meetings and several University and
civic meetings during the year, serving as Toastmaster or Speaker on Many of
these oecasionSo He is a member of the Advisory Board of Jivfnt Highway Research
Project; a member of the Subcommittee in CE on Transportation Curricula; a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors, ARBA; a member of the Board of Directors, Educa-
tional Division of ARBA; of "Committee ^--Transportation" in CE Division of ASEE;
and Director of Indiana Highways for Survival., Prof. John Stoner, Indiana Univ
and Mr Petty were selected by the Indiana Commission on State Tax and Financing
Policy to prepare a report on "Indiana County Highway Administration."
Leonard E. Wood , Research Engineer and Instructor of Civil Engineering,
became an associate Member of the Highway Research Board and a Full Member of
Sigma Xi. He attended the Association of Asphalt Technologists 8 meeting in
Cleveland in February; the Indiana Mineral Aggregates meeting in Indianapolis
in March; and the Highway Research Board meeting in Washington, D. C„ in
•January, 1956 where he presented the paper. "The Strength of Bituminous Mix-
tures and Their Behavior Under Repeated Loads." In addition, Mr. Wood was a
member of the committee on the evaluation of Engineering Materials course work
for Civil Engineering students
,
jfc Bo Wood8„ Head of the School of Civil Engineering and Director of the
Joint Highs-ay Research Project, became a Member of Tau Beta Pi; Chairman of the
Highway Research Board, National Research Council; and First vice President of
ASTMo He is Chairman of the Special Committee at Purdue on Development of
Research in the field of Crash Safety; Supsrvisor of Development of Airphoto
Mosaics of State Institutions for the Indiana Budget Committee; and a member
of the Administrative Committee to develop research programs at the Calumet
Center on a University level, a member of the Indiana Flood Control and VJater
Resources Conanissioa and member of several dozen technical committees of AC I,
ASM, HRB, ASCE, and others on a national and state levelo He is also Con<=
sultant to the Co.fps of Engineers, U» S, Army—working with the airfield branch
including research in Greenlando
Among the papers ha presented are "Explorations", MX?, Cambridge on July
3-7; University of California talk on "Integrating Iiighway Engineering in
Civil Engineering Curriculum", July 22-29; Stdouis Section of ASCE, talk on
"Recent Developments in highways", November 21; "Trend3 in Transportation",
Ago Econo Group, February 3j '-alk to County Commissioners—"How Can Purdue
Aid County Commissioners?", April 4» He is also author of "Roads and Streets'*
in the New International Year Book, Events of 1955 . 1956 and "Roads and
Streets", Encyclopedia Britannica. 1956.
Prof e Woods also attended 46 out-of=town meetings and many University and
Board meetings during the year
Pai Tao Yen , Research Engineer and Instructor in Highway Engineering,
attained membership in the Society of American Military EngineerSo He attended
several meetings of the Lafayette Chapter- Indiana Society of Professional
Engineer*s He attended the 42nd Annual Purdue Road School, the 3rd Graphic
Conference at Purdue University, and the 19th 111,= Indo Section of ASEE
Conference,
Eo Jo Yoder, Research Engineer and Associate Professor of Highway Engi=
neering attended the Highway Research Board meeting in Washington, Do Co in
January, 1956» and presented a paper with Mr c J a !„ Bell at the Purdue Road
School in Lafayette in Aprilj, 1956* The paper was entitled "Plastic Water
Barriers for Highways and Airports-" Prof. Yoder served on the Curriculum
subcommittees on Transportation^ Materials^, and Soil Mechanics
o
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83 25 Scj be , 1941 IP -= 45P Jano 1936 <= Jun® 1941
85 2* 1942 46P = 60P July 1941 - Jura® 1942
91 2? 1943 61P == 73P July 1942 - Jun® 1943
% 29 ii 1945 74P - 91P July 1943 - Jun® 1944
96 29 5 July 1945 92? .= 1@3? July 1944 - June 1945
100* 31 1 Jan 1945 1C4P «- 124P July 1945 - Jan® 194&
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122 AC: 6 IfeVo 1954 346P -= 374P July 1953 - Jun® 1954
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p of the Thirty-
Vol, 34*
lighway Research
nS©nic Testing ©f Bituminous Mixtures^" by W H 3 Geetz, Pr& seeding*
@f the Association ©f Asphalt Paving Technologists j, Vol.. 24, 1915
(Civil Engineering Reprint N®^ 114)
"A Study @f Variability in Concrete Freeze-Thaw Test Data," A thesis
submitted to the faculty @f Purdue University by Jo B<, Blackburn^
in partial fulfillment ©f the requirements for the degree ©f D@@t@r
©f Phll@s©phys JulyP 1955o
410P "Lateral Placement of Vehicles Under Specified Conditions, " A thesis
suhsit&sd to the faculty of Purdue University by David Rosenfield,
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree @f Master
of Science in Civil Engineering* September, 1955
o
4HP "Rural Highway Classification and Evaluation Procedures for Indiana
Counties," A thesis submitted to the faculty @f Purdue University
by Jo Eo Baereald, in partial fulfillment ©f the requirements for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, September, 1955
o
412P "Airphoto Study and Mapping of Southceatral Indiana Sendat©ne=Shal©=
Limestone-Soil Materials, n A thesis submitted to the faculty of
Purdue University by L«, G e Stylianopouloa, in partial fulfillment
®f the requirements for the d9g^9@ of Master of Science in Civil
Engineering, December, 1955
o
413P "The Use of Urban Characteristics in Estimating Internal Travel
Patterns," A thesis submitted to the faculty of Purdue University
by Jo Wo Barr, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering, February, 195®<>
414P "Effect of Crushed-Gravel Fine Aggregate on the Strength @f Bitu-
minous Surface Mixtures," A thesis submitted to the faculty of
Purdue University by Ro Po Lofctman, in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Civil Engi-
neering, February, 1956
„
415P "Sonic Test for Evaluation of Stripping Resistance in Csaqpaeted
Bituminous Mixtures^," A thesis submitted to the faculty of Purdue
University by Go B. Andersland, in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Civil Engi-
nssring, February, 1956«
4L6P "Driver Obedience to Stop and Slow Signs," A thesis submitted to
the faculty of Purdue University by WQ To Jaeknan, in partial ful-
fillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science in
Civil Engineering, March, I95©
417P "Permeability and Absorptivity of Indiana Limestone Coarse Aggre-
gates," A thesis submitted to the faculty of Purdue University by
Wo Lo Doleh, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy, March, 1956 o
416P "Road Roughness Measurements on Indiana Pavements," A thesis sub-
mitted to the faculty ©f Purdue University by Fe M» Holloway, in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master
of Science in Civil Engineering, June, 1956
o
419P "Engineering Interpretation ©f Agricultural Soil Maps and Correla-
tion with Airphoto Patterns," A thesis submitted to the faculty ©f
Purdue University by D« Do McGregor, in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Civil Engi-
neering, June, 1956o
(See
420P "Indiana Geology as ..uencei ..by
James G, Johnstone sedings School,
snsion Serii • >1„ 39, ,<rdue Universe
September 195,
421P "Using Drai ial Photograp
MeKLe £ tension
Series Wo. 88, Vol, , 5= P sity s September 1955,
pp. 187=22?.,
Z^22P "Classifier .nd Evaluation liana Coun els", by John
S Baerwal dings, 41st- ehcol, Extension
Series Wo. 88 , Vol, 39, No. 5, Purdue University, September 1955
»
pp. 228-231
:: "Plate-Bearing Tests for Design < iigid Pavements",
:hool, Extension
Series No a 83, Vol, Ity, September 19
>-259.
424P "Economics of son on Liari by A- D., . .
Jr., Highway Reses ' Deration as
Affected by Traffic iway Ty. bional Academy of
Schences, National Research Council pub. 358, January 1955s
pp. 49-62
o
425P "Establishing a Pj .< for Local Rural Road snients" , by
Joan E„ Ba< t'ic Quarterly, April 1956, pp 223-246.
426P "Effect of Cru travel Fine Aggregate on the Strength of
Asphaltic Surfacing Mixtures", by R. P. Lottman and W. H. Goetz,
National Sand and C-: ssociation Circular No. 63, March 1956,
22 pp.
427? "Porosity and Absorption", by W. L. Bolch 5 Significance of Tests
and Properties of Concrete and Concrete Aggregates, pp. 303-313,
ASM Special Technical Publication No. 169, 1956,
428P "County Road Identification and Numbering of Rural Residences",
by A. K. Branham, Public Works Magazine, Vol,, 87, No. 6, June 1956,
pp„ 105=110,
429P "The Use of Aerial Photographs in Highway Work", by R. D. Miles,
Proceedings, Ninth Annual County Engineers Conference, Iowa State
Colleg®, Aiues, Iowa, November 29"December 1, 1955.
430P "Roads and Streets"., by K, Bo Woods and A. K. Branham, The Mew
International 1956 Year Book - Events of 1955, Funk and T/'agnails
Company, New York, New York, June 1956.
431P "Roads and Streets", by K. B. Woods, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1956,
432P "Joint Highway Research Project at Purdue University", by Harold L„
Michael, Traffic Quarterly, October 1955, pp. 563-577.
433P "Rapid Transit", by Harold L. Michael, The New International 1956
Year Book - Events of 1955, Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York,
New York, June 1956.
434P "Bridges", by John M. Hayes, The New International 1956 Year Book =
Events of 1955, Funk and Wagnalls Company, June 1956.
435P "Vibration Study of Three-Span Continuous I-Beam Bridge", by John M.
Hayes, Highway Research Board, Bulletin No. 124, Vibration and
Stresses in Girder Bridges, 1956, pp. 47-78.
436P "Current Characteristics of Rural Motor-Vehicle Speeds (Indiana)",
Proceedings, Highway Research Board, 34th Annual Meeting, 1955,
pp. 473-432.
437P "Roads to Ruin", by Ben H. Petty, Construction Digest, Vol. 28,
No. 15, pp. 42 and 129.
438P "Need for Engineers on Local Roads", by Ben H„ Petty, Better Roads,
Guest Editorial, Vol. 25, No. 8, pp. 3-4, August 1955.
439P "How Important Is It", by Ben H. Petty, Rural Roads, Guest Editor-
ial, Vol. 5, No. 4, p. 32, July-August 1955.
440P "First Things First", by Ben H. Petty, Virginia Hi^iway Bulletin,
Vol. 22, No. 2, pp. 6-7, February 1956.
441P "How Would You Finance Our Needed Highways", by Ben H. Petty, Engi-
neering News Record, Vol. 155, No. 26, pp. 49-50, December 1955.
442P "Teaching - The Professor of Civil Engineering", by Ben H. Petty,
Public Works, Vol. 87, No. 5, pp. 137-138, Kay 1956.
Note 1. In addition, "Proceedings of the 41st Annual Purdue Road School",
Extension Series No. 88, Vol. 39, No. 5, September 1955, 301 pp.j
1956 Directory, Indiana State, County, and City Highway Officials",
27 pp.; and "Highway Extension News" monthly, 12 issues, 2 pp.
each were edited by B. H. Petty and published by the Joint High-
way Research Project.
Note 2. Summaries of the various researches and a listing of the publi-
cations that have been published by the Engineering Experiment
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N OF RESEARCH PROJECTS WITH
PUBLICATION NUMBERS




2 Complete-published (including completed theses),
3 Incomplete—inactive.












& 2 6=2-4=2 Jackson*" 2











































J-=Str. & Deform. Charac 831


























•;onic Testing 819, 826 U5P











C—Results 790, 803, 436P
834
11 3»f Weather- Station
A—Pvfco Pumping Data
12 2=5=2 Shelbv.rne* 2 Test Road Noo 3
2-5=2-1 Goeta 2 A—Resurvey
2=5-2=1 Char 2 B—Sample Tests
13 6=2=4=4 Belcher* 2 Test Rd„ SuTo Treat
o
U 6=2-5=2 Grer 2 Triaxial Tests
6=2-5=6 Zegarra* 2 A—Soil Bit. Mix
10-26-1 Goeta 2 B~Trio & Marshall
6-2-5=7 McLaughlin 2 C—Strength Tests
15 6=2=5-1 Drainage
McAlpin* 2 A—Small Models
McClelland* 2 B—Large Models
6-2-5r5 Lu* 2 G—Capillarity





8-7 Slessor* 1 C—Soil-Vapor Press
7-3-1 Yeh 2 H=Hydrology
6=7 Kashef* 2 I—Numerical Solution to
Flow Problems
16 8=4-2 Belcher* 2 Field Soil Tempo
Yoder & Lowrie* 2 A-=General
8-4-3-2 Lennerbz* &
Lovell 5 B—Soil Temp Gages
8=4-3=3 Lovell 5 C=Soil Mois<> Meeso Dev c
8—4—3—4 Lovell 1 D—Freezing Index Maps
17 8-1-2 Traffic Research
8-1-2-1 Green 3 A—Signs
8-1-2=2 Wilson* 2 ^Intersections
8=1-2=3 Green 3 C-Pvto Usage
--- OO
Proje.St Assigned Status Board Publi-
G=3o Pile No., (See Key) Title of Project Report cation
Noc Numbers





84=2=? BaerwE-ld* 2 G==Psychology
84=240 Lang* 2 K—Shoulders
8-1-2-11 Barfcley* 2 I—Bibliography
8=1-2-12 Green „ Michael 5 J=-Needs in Cities
8=1-2=13 Green 3 K-Sto Hwyo Hazards









10=2=1=2 Green s Michael
Branhans Berry 5 N==Traffie Extension




8=12=16 Barr* 1 P—Scramble System 802
1! 1=5=2 Sweet* 2 Chert in Aggregate
19 5=34 Concrete-General
5=344 Jones* 2 A==Phys= Tests
5-34=2 Robertson* 1 B=Cores, U.S„ Noo40
5=3-1=3 Jones* I C==Fatigue
5=3=1-4 Shelburne* 1 B=-Scaling s Ro 20
2G Salt Migration
74 Slesser* 2 A=Laboratory
744 Frost* 1 B—Route 30 Heave
21 2=5-8 Local Aggregates
2=5-8-1 Metcalf* 2 A==Sandstone
2=5-8=2 Rice* 2 B==Sand









'24 2=5=6 Bonewits* 2 Asphalt Structures














































































































BJ I m -. Perf
A—Route


















1 Test Road No* 5





Project Assigned Statins Board Publi-
r
C=36 File Ho, i® (So>e Key) Title of Project Report cation
No, Numbers
5-3=2-2 Ttsng* 1 E=-Route 29
Shelburne* I C==Houte 6
Shelbum«* 1 B=-Routs 30
Shelburne* 1 E-=Roughness
36
Camp* 1 F—UoSo No, 50
Indiana Soil Problems
8-2 1 A=Equipmeni
6-2=3-1 Lennerts* 2 B==Geophysieal
10-9-7-7 Larew* 2 C—Landslides
10-12-4 Woods 2 D==Soil Surveys




37 5-5 Conco Durability
5-5-1 Sheiburne* 3 A—-Curing
5-5-2 Sweet*, Woods Z B==Base Courses
5-5-3 Soon* 3 C—Coarse Aggregate
5-5-4 Lewis* 3 D=-Soni<g=Labo
5-5-5 Lewis* 3 S-=Sonic Field
5-5-6 Glover* 3 F==CoQfo Expansion
5-5-? Bugg* 2 G==Air Ent2B=Aggr c
5-5-7 Blackburn* 2 H-=Air Entrn-Aggr.r
5-5-8 Pendlsy* 2 1=-Restr o-Dur °Char <,
5-5-9 Lu* 2 J--Thernu & Moisc Exp,
5=5-10 Fears* 2 K==Pcre Charac u
5-5-12 Hlgg*, McLaughlin 5 L==Concr Durabo 794,823
5=5-11 Blackburn* 2 M—Aggo Dure in Air-
Entro Con©-,
5=5-13 Barkley* 3 N==Coner<> Admix
5-5 Sweet* 2 0--Physo Prop
5-5-34-1 Venters* f Lewis*
McLaughlin 5 P==Gravel
5-5-15 Batchelder* 2 Q==Air Content on Gonce
5-5-16 Lewis*, Vlhltehiarst*
McLaughlin 2 R=-Bridge Concrete 402P
5-5-11-1 Lewis? Iriek* S~=Grushed Stone Test 783 407P
Blackburn* 2 Variability 409P
5-5-14-2 Walker* 2 T—Gravel=Stone=Fly
Ash Mixto
830
5-5=20 McLaughlin 5 U—HRB Cooperative Steady
5-5-19 McLaughlin 6 V=Dur Pre-Stressed Con@c






6=2=1-5 1 G-=U.So Koo 31
39 8-8 Woods 3 Truck Loads
Project Assign Status Board Publi-
c-36 File No, fee (See Key) Title of Project Report cation
Noo Ntsmbers
40 6=2=4-13 Belches* 1 Tto No. 7==Soil==C
6=2=4=14 Goetz I A^=Perfo S R 2&7
41 7=6 Plastics
7=6=1 Yohaleas* 2 A==Durability
7-6=2 Lewis* 2 B=-Strength
7-6=3 Slate* 3 C—New Plastic & Signs
7=6-4 Slate* 2 B—Centerline Mark
42 1=5=3 Lewis Aggregate Survey
1=6=1 Sweet - 2 A—Phy„ & Chenio Tests
1=6=2 Woods 2 B—Qrigin & Destr.






Pedologieal Soils - Lab,
A=-Stc Dense Proctor
Hittle* 3 B—Typc Proeto^ Curves
44 Concrete Pumping
5=4 Green 2 A=~,Field Surveys
5-4-1 Shelbura©* 2 B=Pvto Jack
5=4=2 Green
5-4=3 Goetz, Green 2 C==Pumping Mixes
10=9=2-3 Lovell 2 D—Undersealing & Crack Fill
2-5-11 Goetz 3 D=-Rigo Prfeo Salvage
5=4=1=3 Lewis* 2 E==1951 Survey
5=4=1=4 Staff 2 F=Rigid Pavement in Ind„
45 6=4 Base Courses
6=4=1 Yoder 2 A—Gran* Basee=Lab
6=4=2 Henderson* 2 B=-UoSc 30 Bases
6-4=3 Soon* .1 C~=Teiapr.V8o Compaction
6-4=4 Pollard* 3 B=-Sand-Clay Tests
6-4=5 MeCullough* 3 &=Indo Sand-Clay
o-4"~*' loder & Isdek* " F—Rigid Pavement on Gran, 813
Base
4& 5=6 Conco Pvto Design & Durab.
5=6=1 A—Deflection Stud, (see C-36A)
5-6-2 Shelburne*
& Woods 2 B—Biowup Survey-Perfo
5=6=3 Hittle* 1 C—Thin Pvt Surv„
5-4-4 Lewis* 2 D—Resurfo Pvt, Starve
5=6=5 lewis* 1 E—Joint Perfo Surv,
5=©~6 Lewis* 1 F—Ido Trans „ Device
5-6=7 Camp* 1 G=-ConCc Exp c
5=6-3 Melville* 1 H—Conco Exp a
5=6=9 Okamoto* 1 I=~Freeze & Thaw







































































































Shale & SS Mtls
E—Soil Map of Ls Grange Co
F==SS & Shale of SW InsL 808 412P
G—Limestone & Shale of SE
Indo
H—Aluvial Terraces






B==US 31 Test Sections
(Movies)
Road Roughness & Skid
A-
65
Project Assigned Status Board Publi-






8=15 Various 5 D==US 31 Test Rd
8=15=1 Grunau* & Michael 5 E—Skid Resistance
of US 31 Test Rdc
791,835
8=15-2 Rosenfield* 5 F—Lateral Placement






8-17 Grunau* % H—Skid tests on US421 833





% 3-1 Eeon & Admin
o
3-2 Miehael 3 A—Lafo Trans o Sys~
3-3 Mays- 2 B—Lebanon Bypass
3-4 Michael 2 C—Kokomo Study
3-1=2-1 Baerwald* 2 D=~Publie 0pin o Poll
Secondary Roads
3-1^2 Branham
Baerwald* 5 E—Co Trans o Prob Q 4 28P
3-5 Branham
Baerwald* 3 F—=Cost Allocation
3-6 May* & Yoder 3 G==Air Transportation
3-2=1 May* 3 H—GroLafc Trans c St*
3-7 May* 2 I-=Logansport Study
3=8 Miehael 2 J—Richmond Study
3-9 Miehael 3 K—Bloondngton Study
3-7-1 Bauer* 3 L—Logansport Park e Sto
3-7-2 Keli 2 M~=0=D SurVo Methods
3-10 Stoner*, Petty,
Woods k Branham 2 N—Co. Kwy, Admin <,
3-11 Miller* 2 0-Sampling Techniques
3-12 Baerwald* 2 P=~Ewy Glass o &
Ratings
795*837 411P,422
3-13 Miehael & Edwards* 2 Q—Huntington Survey
3-12-1 Baerwald* 2 R=>=Alien Go* Road Needs 796 425?
3-14 Branham 2 S—Re©s ,aitffifiB'fe of Engineers
3=15 Miehael 5 T—State Highway Needs
Study 782,814,83
1 3-16 May* 2 U=Evaluation of Limited
Access Highways 424P, 4C
3-17 Barr a '/—Urban Characteristics for
D=D Surveys 784,812 413P
55 FleXo Pavements
2=7-1 Goetz 5 A—General
2-7 Lowrie* 2 B-=Design
2-7-2 Metealf* 3 C—Test Road
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IHG OF PROJ fND 5112
AS SHOWN . INCHED LISTING OF EXTRA LABOR EMPLOYEES
OF THE JOINT HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROJECT
Code Muiaber Fund "
i ___ Fund l
v
'
1 i: on contract- s for CAA
la 56
!
. Res, CAA #2
lb r :S Fed. Res, 3AA #1
2 5661 lo Chloride Associat
3 5722 3d. Res. Penaafr>Gsi Investigation
4 5761 PRF Fellowship w0o 371A
5 57' ma-Soil Research
6 5? > Research
7 58 a. Rea. Permafrost Investigation #2
3 5506 1. Res, Trafficability Study
9 5S07 d. Ess, Site Selection
10 5303 d. Res c Lai Reconnaissance
11 58; F Felle^ohip No. 573
12 5333 Waterways Experiment Station Research
13 5342 Icitun Chloride Soils Research
14 5843 Chemical Concrete Researeh
15 5866 11 Strength Characteristics
16 5869 Fed. Res. Prediction Trafficabil
17 5870 Fed* Res* Airphoto Trafficability
18 5373 PRF Fellowship Mo 796
19 5883 Permafrost Report Publication
20 5393 American ->ieel Dredge Researeh #2
21 4414 Conference 4-414 (Technical Extension !7iv„)
, Short Course==Airphotos














State Highway Commission payrolls for the
production of drainage and soil maps,,
State Highway Commission payrolls covering
the transportation surveys
Traffic Engineering Services




Fed Res. Soil Freezing Characteristics
Yuma Test Branch Terrain Study





Supplement No D 2*

















Karst, Robert E e
ISLine, Beatrice
Kohsi, Paul
LaSalle, Richard M c
Lee, Robert










Raymond, Murray R Q
Reasner, R c
Rinker, Jack N»
Work en other Projects
6
27, 33
Dean s P« B 27, 17, 30
Edwards, J„ B c
Fiiig, Ho Yo
Gadbury, James A,
Gifford, Lincoln S., Jr« 30
Golden, Joe
Halus, No Ao C» Eo
Han, Thgu !'u
Hankins, William
Harlan, Raymond F 2d
Haycraft , Anna
Henning, Robert Jo 2d
Hesch, Harold
Hutchinson, S D F,
27, 30, 33, 17, G,Eo
6
17,27



































































































lobinson, Thomas Mo 4-1-56 4-14-56
lowlands s Brian H 27,. 33, 6 7-16-55 3-31-55
Seher3chel, Ralph Ac 30, 27, 33 6-1-55 3-31-55
telle, Eleanor 23 6-16-55 8-31-55
>hen, John C. U„ 3-1-55 9-15-55
Jhrack, James L Q A-l-55 7-31-55
Smith, Maude 11-15-55 2-29-56
Snell, R„ D„ 11-1-55 11-15-55
Sprague, Spencer 3-16^55 7-1-55
Sutton, Jim 6 9-1-55 5-31-56
Tarabishi, Haidar 7=1-55 8-31-55
[errel, Ronald L 27, 17 3-1-56 5-31-56
litus, Richard 30, 33, 27, 34, OoEo 6-16=55 3-31-56
ruthill, Robert H c 10-16-54 7-1-55
i'andel, G To 10=16=55 12=31-55
'atson, ^aney 2 b 3-1-55 9-15-55
Fuen, Herbert Mo C, 6-1-55 8-31-55
Sukowski, Ronald 26 6-1-55 10-15-55
For listing of all terminations prior to July 1, 1954, see the "Annual Report of
the Associate Director for 1953=54" » For terminations between July 1, 1954 and
June 30, 1955-, see the "Annual Report of the Assistant Director for 1954-1955".
- 75 -
Still Employed on July 1, 1956
Employee Work on other Projects Emoloyed • Resigned
Kenton, John So 6 9=16-5^
•Hess«nger P Frank 34 8 17, 33, 27 3-1-55
park, Roger 6-1-56
Peeler9 Donald L„ 2-1-55
Purdue, R„ Eo 2-16-55
Reed, Merwyn Oc 17, 33, 23 11-16-53
Blinker , Betty 28 5-16=55
Schory, Gene P„ 2-1-56
Shepherd, Edna Violet 11-15=-- 5
5
\ Stark, Philip Jo .17 2-1-56
Thorud, Ingolf 5-1-56
Traece, Samuel 28 3-1-55
Vitak, Law^nce 27, 33, 34, 30, C.E 3-1-55
woo, John Ho 6-I-56


